May 1, 2020
VIA EMAIL AND UPS
The Honorable Muriel Bowser
Mayor of the District of Columbia
1350 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW; Suite 406
Washington, DC 20004-3003
eom@dc.gov
Re:

Certificate-of-Need waivers during COVID-19 pandemic.

Dear Mayor Bowser:
We are writing on behalf of the Institute for Justice (IJ)—a national public-interest, civil
liberties law firm—to respectfully request that you suspend the District’s certificate-of-need
requirements for healthcare facility beds, diagnostic and therapeutic equipment, and new
health services. 1
In Mayor’s Orders 2020-45 and 2020-46, you rightly found “[t]he spread of COVID-19 is
an imminent threat to the health, safety, and welfare of District residents that requires emergency
protective actions be undertaken by the District Government.” As the COVID-19 pandemic has
shown, District residents need access to more healthcare, not less. Waiving CON requirements
is not only commonsense and compassionate, but also demonstrates bold leadership that District
residents admire and deserve during this unprecedented emergency.
For nearly 30 years, IJ has worked to remove burdensome, unnecessary, and in this case,
dangerous, licensing requirements, including in the healthcare field. 2 IJ also drafts legislation
and advises city councils and legislatures throughout the country on other regulatory matters.
IJ’s mission is to support Americans’ ability to provide for themselves and care for their health
free from unreasonable interference.
IJ has a particular commitment to removing barriers to opportunities in the District. Our
office is headquartered in the DMV. Over the past several years, IJ has worked with smallbusiness owners, District agencies, and the DC Council to create jobs by drafting DC’s food
truck law and the new cottage food law. IJ is also working with DCRA Director Ernest
Chapprah and his team to simplify the Basic Business License process.
In recent years, IJ has become particularly concerned about the burdens that CON laws
impose on access to healthcare. Not only do these laws fail to protect public health and safety, 3
they restrict the number of available healthcare providers, drive up consumer costs, and decrease
quality of services. 4 Indeed, the evidence is near universal that CON laws fail to further any
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legitimate purpose. 5 Instead, they serve as barriers to entry. 6 The problems with CON laws
amount to more than bad policy. Courts have condemned this kind of economic protectionism. 7
During this crisis, you have shown your office is uniquely positioned to address today’s
concerns. You already took quick and decisive action to declare the pandemic a public health
emergency 8 and mandated certain protocols at specified healthcare facilities. 9 These measures
are extremely welcome and demonstrate the District’s ability to act quickly.
But there is more to do. As you noted in your April 27th Coronavirus Situational Update,
patients desperately need access to hospital beds. 10 And the plan announced yesterday to build
new healthcare facilities over the next five years does not address the immediate need, which is
hampered by CON requirements. 11 Under current law, healthcare facilities that want to relocate
beds to another facility or even redistribute beds within a facility are required to go through the
months-long CON process before they can act. The same is true for other critical services like
diagnostic and therapeutic equipment. And as you lift stay-at-home restrictions, there will be
high demand for new health services that may not have been offered by an existing facility.
Worse, the CON-process is at a standstill as the required public hearings have been cancelled
indefinitely due to the COVID-19 crisis.
Healthcare facilities and providers are simply unable to meet these regulatory burdens
right now, nor should they be forced to divert their limited resources away from patient care.
During a pandemic, these irrational and significant administrative burdens cross the line from
counterproductive red tape to potentially deadly barriers to necessary care.
Thankfully, this problem has a practical solution. Many states, including Virginia, New
Jersey, and Oklahoma, have waived CON requirements for beds. Connecticut, Georgia, South
Carolina have gone further and eliminated all CON laws for projects necessary to respond to the
pandemic. And at least a dozen states fully repealed their CON laws even before the pandemic
began. 12
Similar, quick action could save many lives. We thus respectfully urge you to suspend
the District’s CON requirements for healthcare facility beds, diagnostic and therapeutic
equipment, and new health services. Doing so will give healthcare providers the flexibility
needed to best serve their patients. We also hope that you will choose to make these changes
permanent.
IJ stands ready to assist you in crafting a tailored solution that will serve the residents of
the District. We have a highly experienced team that would be honored to help your office
implement this change. We look forward to working with you further on this issue and can be
reached at (703) 682-9320 or at the email addresses below.
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Respectfully,

Darpana Sheth
Senior Attorney
dsheth@ij.org
cc:

1

Brooke Fallon
Assoc. Dir. of Activism
bfallon@ij.org

John Falcicchio, Chief of Staff to Mayor Bowser, john.falcicchio@dc.gov
Karl A. Racine, Attorney General for the District of Columbia, oag@dc.gov
LaQuandra S. Nesbitt MD, MPH, Director of DC Health, laquandra.nesbitt@dc.gov
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